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By Lynnette Richardson
Copy Editor

Photo by Simon Cygielski

Columbia CoUege students, such as Hoojung Lee, demonstrated during Earth Day a t Daley Center
Plaza o n April18. Participants emphasized the current sta te of the planet and encouraged p eople to
address environmental concerns. M emben of the coUege's administration, the S.A.I.C. a nd the
eo-aalty were also praea t.

--~--------------------~~

Prescription for violence
By Jon Bigness
Correspondent

An assistant for the surgeon
general said in a town meeting last
week that there is an "epidemic of
violence and it's taking a toll on

our children."
Dr. Agnes Donahue, filling in for
Surgeon General Jocelyn Elders,
told about 400 West Side residents
that violence can be prevented by
solving the problems of hWJger,
hope lessness, homeles sness,
health care and apathy toward

children.
Elders was scheduled to deliver
the keynote address but had to cancel.
Violence "is a public health crisis
that requires a public health solution," Donahue said. ''The public
health model looks at why we have
violence. It tries to prevent
violence before it starts.
"If you start after the disease is
already spread, it's like putting a
Band-Aid on cancer."

Creativity is sometimes viewed
as the design of an artwork or in
the words of a written piece. But
if the words are printed on paper
that is itself a piece of art, and if
the artwork is made of materials
created by hand, then we have
creativity in its highest, most expressive form.
Columbia College experienced
the grand opening of its Center
for the Book and Paper Arts to the
public on the evening of April IS.
Patrons were invited to view the
works of book artist W illiam
Drendell and handpapermaker
Richard HWJgerford, as well as
other paper and book arts displayed by students and
instructors.
Upon flfSt entering the Center,
you are greeted by book forms
and paper arts in each direction
your eyes rest. As you walk
through the wide, airy halls, there
are stands overflowing with supplies, posters and paintings on the
walls, and paper art sculptures on
pedestals jutting out of comers.
It's not very easy describing
~hat book art is. Some book art
contains text and some does not.
It is the paper that the books are
made of that's art. The book's
binding and pages themselves are
made of heavily textured, handm a de paper with some
showcasing bold painted or inked
designs.
"People ask me what I do, and
I tell them I make books," said
William Drendell, book artisi
''They don' t understand what I do
because it can't be described."
Drendell, a tall, thin, quie tly
graying, amiable man, went on to
say: "I call my work book fonm
They are a form of poetry. They
have rhythm and flow."
Most ofDrendell's book forms
are made of handmade pa;x:r with
the exception of one exhibit th~t
is made of lead. "Ben Franklm
knew about the dangers of lead

The town meeting was hosted by much it upsets them, cannot be
the U nive r sity of Illin ois a t solved.
"Today, through the focus groups
Chicago School of Public Health
and the Safer FoWJdation Center that have developed some prelimifor Neighborhood Safety.
nary recommendations, I think we
The Safer Foundation helps ex- will begin to see that, in fact, there
convicts fmd jobs, learn how to ate things that we can do, someread and write and get their lives thing can be done," Tumook said.
back on track.
The focus group was comprised
The president of Safer FoWJda- of a panel of commWJity leaders
tion, Raymond D. Curran, said the and experts on violence.
prob lems of the commWJity Sitting on t he pane l were:
violence, drugs, guns and child Michael Eddy, pastor of The
abandonment make it difficult for People's Church of God in Christ;
ex -offenders to relate back to the Earlean Lindsey, president of the
commWJity.
Westside Associa tion for Com·
"There•s on!y one way to lick it, munity Action; Ronnie L. Lofton,
and that' s if we work together," owner ofa McDonald •s restaurant;
Curran said. "Violence can only be Steve Newton, principal; Devadius
overcome by people who love Dorsey, a student at John Marshall
people."
High School; and LeRoy O'Shield,
T he Acting Dean of the UIC district commander of the 15th
School of Public Health, Dr. Ber- Police District.
nard J . Tumook, said that some
Donahue said that the prescriphealth issues are never dealt with tion for vic.~ce reduction is gun ...,,..--~....,..~r:---.----::
until the y b ecom e c ritic al.
Violence
Violence has become an issue that
See page3
some people think, no matter how

years ago," Orendell said. ''This
book is about what Franklin had
to say about lead."
Drendell makes his own paper
sometimes, but since he is only a
book artist part-time, he doesn't
get to make paper often. His work
is inspired by the orient, Japan in
particular. Many of his book
' orms are constructed in
geometric fan shapes.
Instructor. Nanc y Vachon,
whose work is also inspired by
:he orient, spent time in Japan
;tudying nagashi-zuki papermaking methods. Vachon described
the papermaking process. "Plant
fibers are gathered and the impurities eliminated. The fibers are
then literally beaten to a pulp
before being placed in a large vat
that is 90 percent water. A screen
tS dipped into the vat and the
fibers are collected onto the
screen. The matted fibers are
removed off the screen, pressed
Jlld then allowed to air dry."
Vachon displayed paper that
' he mage in various colors and
~extur~~- She likes to use
milkweed and flowers in the
fibers used to make paper. You
can actually see some of the
plants used still wholly intact in
the texture of the paper. Some of
Vachon's designs are bold and
contemporary, whereas others
are petite in the fashion of the
Japanese.
I o wan
ha ndpaperm a ke r
Richard HWJgerford's work is inspired by the print and electronic
media. While he works, HWJgerford listens to the radio show AU
Things Considered. HWigerford
feels that TV is supposed to be
~ducational , but it's used for
economic purposes. ''They talk
1bout the stock markets and gun
conrrol," Hungerford said.
The dismay Hungerford sees in
s<•;iety today is expressed in his
.lintings. His images are bold
1ith lots of color. One painting

Center
See page 2

Student groups' funding questioned ,
By Alphonso Myers
StaffWriter
Most student organizations
receive fWids from the AllOcations Committee with little or no
problems. Some of the organizations whose requests have been
turned down, however, question
the distribution process of the
committee headed by Aasistant
Dean of Student Life Madeline
Roman-Vargas.
Some student organizations
feel that groups like Love EnllghiCIUllent, of who it is said

" spreads the gospel through
song," receives favoritism when
it comes to fund distribution.
''There is no favoritism going
on with the fund distribution.
Those organizations that didn't
receive mone y did not follow
precedures. That is that," Romany argas said.
"If we get turned down, we reapply or go elsewhere for the
fWids. We don'tjustlie downand
accept it," said Reynonda McFarland , a member of Love
Enlightenment. "We don't always get the money we ask for,

b ut we do get most of our
money."
The Allocations Committee is
composed of e ig ht p eople :
Roman-Va rgas, Kel vin M cK e llste r of th e bus iness
department, stude nt offic ers
Chris Taylor and Stephanie
Roberts, two student organization members and two students
from the general student body.
To receive funds from the committee, ~tu~ent ()rganizations

Allocate
See page 3
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Artwork by Rick Hungerford (left) and BiD Drendel was displayed
during the opening of the Columbia College Center for the Book and
Paper Arts on Friday! Apri115 at 218 S. Wabash on tbe 7th floor.

~~--~~~
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Fiction writers make good reporters

Columbia College career Planning & Placement Office preMntS

uchallenge
the Future"

Pboto by Lisa A. Adds

Chalrpenon John Schultz, ofthe fktion department, spoke to fiction
writing atudenta about career options at the Writer's Career Night,
April 14.

By Todd Dell' Arlnga
Cormpondtnl

Are you a fiction writing student
wondering what kind of opportunitics arc available after you
graduate? If so, then you should
have attended Writers' Career
Night on Aprill4.
The event, co-sponsored by the
fiction writing department and the
CareerPlanningandPiaccmentofflee, offered students information,
advice, mentoring and networking.
The career night featured four
Columbia College ficJion writing
graduates: Eric May, who
graduated in 1975; Margaret Foust,
1984; Chuck Rudnick, 1986; and
Eduardo Cruz Eusibio, 1993.
The purpose of Writers' Career
Night was to apprise fiction writing
students on things they can do after
they graduate because a lot of them
will not make a living at fiction
writing alone.
May, a former news reporter for
the Washington Post, said that fiClion writers and journalists arc very
similar, despite what many people
think.
"The organizing principle of telling what happened is one of the
main similarities between fiction
writers and reporters," May said.
"Both reporters and fiction writers
are storytellers."
May said that one way fiction
writers can become good reporters
is by having a good appreciation for
standard English and a very healthy
curiosity.
Fiction writing students should
also think about areas such as editing and publishing.
On the other hand. fiction writing
students planning on a career in
journalism should have some type
of jounalistic work experience in
the industry.
Eusebio, editor-in-chief of
Hyphtn magazine, who also works
in Career Beginnings at Columbia
College, stressed the importance of
work experience. "Internships and
work experience are a must because employers want you to be

able to hit the ground running."
The spcakm also informed fiction writing students about the
importance and benefits of the fielion writing department's story
workshop classes.
Rudnick, senior vice president at
theadvertisengagcncyFooteConc
& Belding, said the story workshop
classes were very helpful and valuable. "The exercises and
assignments you do in the
workshop arc also what you will
use in your career, especially if
your career is writing related.
Foust, an attorney, thinks that the
four-hourstoryworkshopsdcvelop
discipline.
"It'a something that right now
seems like a real pain, but in the
end, it's going to be to your
benefit," she said.
Foust said students should not
worry about finding a job after
graduation. ''You can' t really go
wrong being a fiction writing major
because it's a communication skill
that translates into just about anything you want to do."
Some other important advice
given at the event was for fiction
writing students to take something
they already know about and cornbine it with their writing ability,
which would greatly increase their
marketability.
John Schultz, chairperson of the
fiction writing department, also
emphasized the importance of ambiliousness. He noted that there are
a variety of jobs available, but that
fiction writing students must take
the initiative to find them.
Most students were encouraged
by the event. "The information
given was real-life, things that you
can utilize now and after you
graduate," said Susana Sandoval, a
transferstudentinherfirstsemcstcr
at Columbia.
"I thought it was really motivationa! and it kind of made me feel
like I could get a job," said Shashi
Menon, a second year creative
writing graduate studenL "'t made
mcfeelgoodaboutwhatl'mdoing
here and that's imoortanL"

Friday, April29, 1994 • 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
3rd Floor, Wabash Building
Companies will be 011campu:; n.>cruitillgfor e11try fepef professional
positions, part-time jobs n11d Sl lllllllcr ilztenzsllip ope11ings.
For mort informal It'll'" to RSVP co11tn.-t:

r31:!. 1 o63-1 61111, x:!.SIJ
'
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has a giraffe-like pattern with
Ghandi at the bottom, a gun
hovering over Ghandi' s head and
an angel above the gun. Another
painting has an angel balanced
atop a gun on a blood-red background.
"We live in a dual world.
There's a balance between
religion and violence. We can't
be polarized," Hungerford said
when questioned about the
"I
violence in his

Thole who are Interested and qualified tee Michelin room 80
of die Wabuh BuildiJig for Ill interview.
Brina your resume, clipt and refemx:ea.

believe in non-violence. U
people would lcam about ~
cultures, they would be more
tolerant." Hungerford recently
returned from a two-week tour of
Bulgaria.
Hungerford has been malting
handmade paper since 1976. His
paintings "arc developed with the
pulp of the paper in mind,"
Hungerford said. He feels it is
important to learn to manipulate
the paper pulp as a paintina
medium, to include it in the

design eX the iJnaae.
Besides enjoying a delicioal
layout of food, gucstl at dlo
reception were ue.ed 10 a~
making demonstration by Ami
Whitter. Handmade paper wu
available for purchue and pat~
were encouraged 10 regisW for
upcoming classes.
For information on regislndoa
and class offerings, COIIIICt tbe
Center at 312/431-8612.

Department of Journalism
623 S. Wabash Ave. Suite 802
Chicago, IL., 60605
(312) 663-1600 ext343
(312) 427-3920 FAX

,
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Chronicle Editorial Positions Available

For all positions, appllcant. muat be:
,. of junior or senior status
,. hove extensive knowledge of basic de3ktop publishIng software
,. hove extensive knowledge of newspaper layout and
design
,. hove previous experience
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Columbia College ftlm and video students receive portfolio tips and networking opportunities from
Chicago filmmakers (from left to right) AI Cohn, Charles Geocarls, Angela Murphy and Bob Teitel at
the Annual FUm and Video Career Day, Aprlll4.

Fllmmakers offer a look at the future
By Orner MozatTar
Co"espomknl

On April 14, Columbia College hosted its annual Film and
Video Career Day. The afternoon was broken down into two
portions: a panel discus~ion held
in Ferguson 1bealer and a networking session held in the
Underground Cafe. The event
was moderated by Career and
Placement Advisor Bob Blinn.
The panel was composed of
five members of the Chicago
filmmaking community. AI
Cohn, publisher of the newly
rejuvenated Chicago Film Lettet, discussed the opportinities
presented by his periodical-

Jobs.
Charles Geocaris, directoc of
the Chicago Film Office, discussed the mission and activities
of the Chicago Film Office-to
market Chicago as a setting for
films. The Chicago Film Office
fmds itself competing heavily
with the film offices of New
York, Los Angeles and Toronto.
Toronto is currently a hot-bed ·
for American filmmaking because of its favorable exchange
·rate. "Toronto often substitutes
or is disguised to play Chicago,
but clearly lacks the depth that
Chicago carries," Geocaris said.
Angela Murphy, president of
Women in Film, plugged her active organization, which is now
in its lOth year locally and 20th

Violence
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control, conflict resolution and
violence prevention classes for
public school children, parental
education, prenatal care, early
childhood education programs like
Head Start and programs that help
people develop job skills.
"Homicide rates among young
men in America are 20 times
higher than some other industrialized countries, and they are 47
times higher among young black
men," Donahue said. "Almost all
of these increases can be attributed
to increases in fuearms."
She cited the number of violent
acts committed on television as
another cause for violence among
youth.
''The average child sees 8,000
murders and 100,000 acts of
violence on TV before be or she
fmishes elementary school. When
it comes time to prevent violence,
then we've got to give hope,"
Donahue said. "Because hope is
going to mean that we're giving
our young people a future. And
once we do that, the problems are
aoina to shrink.·
Some residents were upset that
Donahue only answered two questions before leaving the meeting to
80 beck to Washington, D.C., but
Cook County Commission Danny
Davis said the panel would for-

year nationally. "Our student
membership fee is $35 plus 20
hours of community service,"
Murplly said. The service time is
used to help get students involved with the film community.
Bob Teitel and George
Tillman Jr., producer and director of Menagerie Films
respectively, discussed their
days as Columbia alumni. ''We
formed (Mensgerie Films) in our
Tech 1 class- six of us- but soon
figured out that George and I
were doing all the work," Teitel
said.
Menagerie films produced
Tillman's thesis film Paula on
16mm. "We were able to use
Paula to get a lot of recognition
for us at Menagerie," Teitel said.
Tillman cited Columbia as a
base where they were able to
work to get a rep' and a reel. The
two are currently freelance
fllmmakers.
Blinn also supported the comments made by Teitel and
Tillman by citing a music video
he recently made. "(The video)
could have cost $10,000, but I
was able to make it for $400," he
said. "I had my partner from
Tech 1 back in 1971 be the
cinematographer. We still keep
in touch. I was able to get it
edited in exchange for a box of
cookies."
The panel opened itself to
questions from students. Questions invplving fundraising were
raised. ''We were almost willing

to wash cars," half-joked Teitel,
but continued to discuss a dinner
party Menagerie Films sponsored at the Lincoln Park Zoo,
which managed to raise $8,000.
For the question of minority
activity in the industry, the
answer seemed relatively unanimous- network.
To offer an opportunity to
stimulate some networking activity, Blinn led the panel and
students to the Underground
Cafe for refreshments and conversation, where the panelists
made themselves accessible to
the myriad of questions students
asked.
Murphy offered, "write for
featuresorTV, but don't write an
episode of, for example,
Roseanne. Write a script for a
similar situation and let the
writers determine from there. If
you write a Roseanne script, you
might hear them say 'Roseanne
would never say this' but keep
writing."
First-year film student Davina
Willcerson said, "I like being
able to tallc to these people who
have such high rankings in their
organizations."
Blinn emphasized ''I love it
when students show up to these
events. We're willing to work
with them as hard as they are.
Some students will sit a:·ound
and wait for the opportunities to
come to them and that's what
they'll be doing for the rest of
their lives."

ward residents' suggestions to the
Surgeon General's office.
Davis and actress Bernita
Johnson moderated the meeting.
Johnson filled in for Beatrice
Berry, who had to cancel at the last
minute.
Many residents stressed family
values and religion as the solutions
to violence.
"I don't believe that the solution
is getting more money for these
programs," one resident from First
Corinthian Missionary Baptist
Church said. "I think the fust .lllld
foremost prescription is Jesus
Christ It starts with the church and
the home."

sponsoring department are other
sources for funding.
Harrell Smith, a member of
ORFA Styles, questions whether
better communication on
Roman-Vargas' part could help
organizations get money they
need. "We eventually got the
money we needed, but there was
a lot of red tape to go through,"
Smith said.
''The committee is fairly new.
We have our problems just like
other schools, but if you look at
us on a whole we're doing a fine
job," Roman-Vargas said.
The amount of funds allocated
to the Columbia College Fashion
Association, who was recently
awarded '$3,500 for their annual
''Fashion Columbia", is also in
question.
Although Roman-Vargas
turned down the proposal because "it was simply to much,"
the funds were awarded by the
committee.
The Fashion Association requested $322.14 for wine even
though organization event funding, acrording to the 1993-94
Student Organizations Council
Handbook, clearly states: funding is limited to advertising,
catering, equipment rental, contractual services, mailings,

Allocate
from page 1
must submll a "Student Organization Event Proposal" form
four weeks prior to the event to
Roman-Vargas. She submits the
proposal to the committee and
they vote to approve, approve
with changes, reject or return the
proposal for additional information.

Student organizations are able
to receive up to $2,000 per year.
However, organizations may be
approved for additional funding
when there are not enough groups
requesting and being awarded
funds. The Hokin Centet and the

Allocate
Seepage4

Who he is:
John H. White is the head of the phoUJjournalism department at
Columbia College, and is a photojournalist for the ChicagoSun-Times.
John won the 1982 Pulitzer Prize for Feature Photography for his
portfolio. He also received the Joseph A. Sprague Memorial Award
from the National Press Photographers Association 1989 for achievements throughout his career. In 1993, John was inducted into the
Chicago Journalism Hall of Fame.
Education:
''·
John aue~oo the Cen~ Piedmont Community College in Charlotte,
N.C. But h1s real educauon was acquired from everyday living, experiences in life and from the "homestead" where he 'grew up in
Charlotte.
Desire ror life:
To be a servant of God and people in mankind. Photography happens
to be a vehicle in which I can do it I can be the eyes for the world. The
vehicle I can use on a daily basis to achieve this is the newspaper.
Teaching career at Columbia College:
I never call myself a teacher. I've been sharing the things I see and
feel to my students since 1978.
The best part or his job at the Chicago Sun-Times:
Meeting ordinary people from all walks of life. I'm not impressed
with kings and queens but,the quality of humanity is what enriches my
life.
The best part or teaching:
Seeing what students have achieved in such a short time during the
semester when they present their work on portfolio night. It's a slice of
life through their eyes and heart. I also fmd it a joy to see my former
students as colleagues at the Sun-Times.
His mottos:
Good, better, best, never let it rest, until your good is better and your
better is the best.

Advice to future photojournalists:
Realize that you are somebody, that you are a gift to the world, like
everyone else. Don't be intimidated. Discover who you are and what
your innermost strengths are. Recognize your weaknesses and don't
let them hinder you.

By Penny Lawrence
Photo Editor

and Denine Zenere
Adwrtising MIM$f.T

Chronicle Editorial Positions Available
For all positions, applicants must be:
" of junior or senior status
" hove extensive knowledge of basic desktop publishIng software
" hove extensive knowledge of newspaper layout and
design
" hove previous experience
Those.who are interested and quallfied eee Michel in room sa
of lhe Wabash Building for an intetview.
Bring your resume, clips and references.
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Media coverage ofenvironment decl~ning

Good day. How are you? Glad to have you reading this week's column.
Please relax, put your feet up and enjoy. Can I get you something to
malc:e your reading more comfortable? If you would lilc:e a beverage, a
sandwich or something, you can call someone on the Chronicle staff
and they'll be happy to bring it to you wherever you are as you read this
column.
noL Your chances of having someone from the
I·CIIlronicl'e bring you refreshments is about as good as seeing the
Chicago Cubs in this year's World Series.
But I wanted to show you that some people have not forgotten how to
be polite. (Being rude to Cubs fans doesn't counL)
Our parents were the first, or at least they should have been the fmt,
to teach us to say "please" and "thanlc: you." They would gently prod
us by saying, "What do you say?" whenever civility was required.
You were not expected to roll your eyes and grunL If you did, you
were probably whaclc:ed upside the head.
There are a lot: of people in public service positions who could use a
good whaclc:. If you have ever dealt with someone who doesn't lilc:e
their job, you lc:now what I'm tallc:ing abouL These people have ugly
attitudes toward the people they are supposed to serve; to them, customers are an inconvenience.
It's not difficult to recognize the chronically rude. They're the ones
who put up signs that say such clever things as "You want it when?"
and "Lack of planning on your pan does not mean an emergency on my
parL"

What malc:es someone think that their inconsideration is amusing to
customers? Whack!
Ed Debevic's,the popular restaurant on Ontario Street, hires waiters
and waitresses who specialize in crude behavior. I don't lc:now if Ed's 1
still operates that way because I haven't been there in several years. •
Disrespect can be intolerable.
1
Believe it or not. that ugly attitude is here at Columbia College, too,
and it is equally intolerable. Most people in the service departments are '
usually cheerful and willing to help students, but some people act lilc:e
they can't be bothered.
So sorry if I interrupt your personal phone calls or conversations with
offJCe buddies, but you're supposed to be helping students. Perhaps you
remember that was the reason you were hired. Whack I
Sometimes I feellilc:e I'm at a training camp for postal workers. The
hostility can be overwhelming. I'm almost to the point where I don't
even ellpect people to elltend a pleasant greeting anymore; I just want
to get out alive.
If you're one of those people in one of the service departments who
can't tolerate students - the customers -1 suggest you either change
your attitude or prepare for a career in Cast food or govemmenL
As for me, I'm going to see if I can get my editor to bring me a
fries, a Coke and a smile.

THE CHRONICLE
WANTS YOU!
You've read n.~ Chro11id~and
whether you've enjoyed it or
complained about it, now is your
chance to be a part of it. We are
looking for a few students to be
freelance writers, photographers
and cartoonists.
I finterested, call n.~ Chro11icl~
at (312) 663-1600 exL 343, or
stop by our offiCe located in the
Wabash building Room 802.

covered."
A major culprit in the decline o1
coverage is budgeting. Wilb atva-tiaing revenues droppina ud
corporate media outlets beSIDalaa
to concentrate more on ma•lmiziaa
profit, staff cut bacb have been
occurring in specialized flelcll,
such as environmental reponiq.
Some hope does remain for ldvocates though. The
Trlburu'l environmental wril«,
Stevenson Swanson, expreaedm.
if environmental covemge - not
present in the media then he would
be out of a job. "Print [.ioumalllm)
goes in the opposite direction of
television reporting in leuiniiWIJ
from brealtlng news and dolna
more long-term, in-depth kind of
stories," he stated.
.
Students interested in enviroamental reportina were CIIC:OUI;8pd
to first develop an undersl.andiDa of
basic scientifiC principlel in ordato produce an informative and interesting piece of work. However,
Walters reminded students to "be a
journalist first, have as broad a bale
as you can, then carve out your
niche."
Other panelists included Environmental Service Group
president, Harvey Davis; a
prominentenvironmentalauomey,
Daniel Swartzman; and JeffLyoa,
the director of Columbia's Science
and Writing Program.
Senior Tom Smith, a broedcalt
journalism major, expressed afkr.
ward that the panel discussioo very ''beneficial"; however, heoffended by some of Botts' comments accusing journalists of
kowtowing to the sponsors iDS1ICad
of reporting objectively on the is-

c,.,.

Pbolo by Brod Wllkenoo

PbU Wallen of WMAQ-TV and Daniel Swartzman during panel

discussion on environmental reporting.

The weelc: of Apill9 marked the
24th anniversary of Earth Day, an
appropriate time for journalism students to sit in on a panel discussion
between Chicago media-types and
environmental activists.
The event. sponsored by theJournalism Club and the Science
Writing and Reporting Program,
gave students new insights on the
challenges they face in creating environmental awareness through the

vironmental reporting in local
news, and to some extent in net·
worlc: news, is bad and shows every
sign of getting worse," he e~
plained.
Environmental advocate Lee
Botts agreed that the media•s environments! news coverage is
unsatisfactory, but she believes this
is mainly because the media, especially television news, focuses on
the ratings and sponsors rather than
on the issues. Ratings help determine the amount of revenue a
media outlet will acquire from its

media.

sponsors.

Even though the environment encompasses several sectors of
society - political, economic, social, and scientific - its media
coverage has declined significantly
over the past 20 years.
Phil Walters, the general assignment reporter for WMAQ-TV,
explained that the reason for this
decline is due to a decrease in
public interest. "The state of en-

Throughout the discussion,
Botts, who is the director of the
Lake Michigan Federation and the
former chairperson of the Great
Lakes Basin Commission, •
repeatedly made remarlc:s about the
media's irresponsibility on inter·
preting environmental issues. She
declared that, ''There are a lot more
signiftCBDt [environmental] stories
out there that aren't getting

Literacy

volunteers

By Tracy Roberson

daily. Out of 650,000 adults in
Chicago, one out of four can not
read or write (according to Literacy
Chicago). Simple tas1c:s cannot be
completed such as reading a
newspaper, filling out a job application or writing a check.
The price a non-reading adult has
to pay is high. They have problems
fmding and keeping jobs. It is certain they will not advance in their
job situation. Family members and
friends have to take on responsibility for the non-reading aduiL
The most important disadvantage
they suffer is the shame and pain or
not knowing how to read or write.
Ultimately, illiteracy results in
limited choices and opportunities,
poverty and isolation.
Those adults need assistance.
How can you help? The solution Is
simple. Become a literacy volun·
teer. Susan House, an adult
education t011chcr for Literacy
Chicago, says " I started volunteer"
log about seven ycara aao and
found that II II tho most sallsfylna
thin& I've ever dono. Althouah I
originally tl•olliht I wu fufilllna an
obllaatlon to society,I found that I
gained personal aratlficatlon. Also,
I had un unprecedented opportunity
to act to lc:now pooplc who I would
never hove met any other way."
In Chlcaao. thcro are two m~
orawll7.allont you can contact for
Information: UtcniCy Voluntoert
of America and Lltmcy Chlgqo.
Lltoraoy Chlcaao haa a •&rona
ptOIIODCO In tho olty. Thoy 11'0 tho
laraoat voluntoor orpnlllltlon In

By Andrew Holland
Comspondml

Co"~spoNkru

A final exam is placed on the
deslc: where you are sitting. It is
written in Egyptian symbols. The
teacher tells you the exam is to be
completed in 45 minutes. The
teachel also says to write in Egyptian symbols. How do you feel?
Adults who are unable to read or
write experience situations lilc:c that

PhutobyklmRHII

Tfll)' Cwrtcr tpaolll ac <.:oluml*'tlAiderthlp 8k-. ttmlnar held S.turday, Aprl16 at the Cona.- Jlottl.

sues.

Print journalism mlliCJr, April
Knox, stated that ''it was very l!e.~ 1
fu1 and touchedon a lot of lbetopiCS
that need to be touched on...Discussing [the environment) is
beneficial, not just to journalism
students, but to every Sllldent."

needed
the city of Chicago. They haw
1,200 volunteers that belp IJOO
students with literacy problems.
The number of students ~
daily and there is a need for liiCie

volunteers.
Donna Grant, progriiD direclor
for Literacy Chicqo, says "For
anyone who takes lbe time 10 do it,
it can be one of the 111011t pilifyina
things you can do. It em~
people. Illiteracy knows 110 color,
age or gender. It abo is a W8)' 10
empower yourself.
If you are interested in voluneeering, Literacy Chicago can be
contacted at (312) 236-0341, ast
for Donna, Judith or lid, ud
Literacy Volumteers of America
can be contacted at (312) 8S71S82.

Allocate
from pageS
pcrformcra, speail:cra and lec-

turers.

Also In tho handbook, dlo
criteria for return of buqot
proposals, which accordiaiiO
Item (C) states. "Request lbr • ·
ponao itom(a) whlcb are
prohibited ICCOI'dtna 10 aUoc:atlon.s policy, Columbia Colloae
roaulatlona, or Stato/Fod~Rl
laws. was noudhorod to.•

Accontlna 10 Romllll-V....

thoFuhlonAuocladonaotiiiD"
cla1 ponnlulon 10 ......... 10
tho jury. not10 lllldoftll

or Colilmbla.
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~~~··Sib··-~ ~·l·i:~·BE==~A~J=-1 Newspaper takes heat for Holocaust ad
By
Dickens
spor~~Ken
Report<r

By Jason Zdanow1cz
•

Aftec 65 years, thSl old barn on West Madison, home of the Blackhawks and Bulls will be destroyed. Fortunately, I was able to see my
firs_t and probably last Hawks home game on Aprill4. They ended up
!osmg to the Tor:onto ~leleafs6-2 but the magic ofChicago Stadium
m a hockey settmg will always be with me.
S~, the Stadi~m ~ plared host to three N .B.A. championships,
~lineal convenuons, crrcus • track meets, rock concerts, heavyweight
pnze fights and a mayoral wake but hockey reigns supreme.
~otto take away from the other Chicago sports teams, but the Hawks
still own the Stadium's heart even after a two decade decline in
popularity. Blackhawks owner, Bill Wirtz, has done everything he can
to alienate fans but they still jam the Stadium for every home game.
The April 14 game showed just why hockey will always be remembered as king at Chicago Stadium.
The pregame tradition of the singing of the National Anthem is
arguably one of the most uplifting in any arena. The crowd works itself
into a frenzy and yells and whoops along as Wayne Messmer flawlessly
delivers the anthem, as he has done for several years. The seats shake
and the rafters quiver and by the end, the Stadium is a roaring crescendo.
The patriotism can be cut with a knife. Believe me, there's nothing else
like it.
The anthem for this final regular season game was probably one of the
strongest ever but, unfortunately, the man most responsible was not
allowed to be in attendance. Wayne Messmer was recovering in the
hospital after he was shot in the throat a week earlier. His prognosis is
good but it is not known if he will ever sing again.
A taped version of Messmer's rendition was played after Blackhawks
annoucer Pat Foley read a statement from Messmer. During the anthem,
all eyes moved to Messmer's wife, Kathleen, as she stood in the organ
loft where her husband has so many times. Tears streamed down her
face and one could only wish that Wayne was there with her.
I will never forget all the things that make the Stadium so special-like
the cats that live in the catacombs. The Zamboni will be parked in a
garage. As for the Barton Pipe Organ. the Hawks are trying to fmd it a
new home. A new model will mark the opening of the United Center.
But for all the things that made the bam unique, one thing shines above
the rest It's not the organ or the Zamboni. It's Gate 3 1/2. That's where
the players entered and got ready for the game. It's also where the fans
got to meet the players.
A special ceremony was held before the game for some of the more
famous Blackhawks. The banners for the retired numbers of Bobby
Hull, Glenn Hall, Tony Esposito and Stan Makita were brought down.
They will be put up again at the new United Center.
I remember the roar of the crowd as I left the Stadium. I also remember
the sad faces offans with the realization sinking in that the Stadium will
notbe' there next year. It will be put to dynamite in the name of the
almighty dollar.
As for me, the ghosts of hockey's past will always be there.
In the last Sportsbeat some of the names were incorrectly stated:
Damon Stoudamore is a guard for Arizona, not Arkansas.
Ray Owes is a forward for Arizona, not a guard for Arkansas.
Eric Hayward is a forward for Connecticut, not a,guard.
Glenn Robinson spells his first name with two n' s, not one.
Finally, hats offto the 1994 N.C.A.A. champion Arkansas Razorbacks
one of my four picks to win.

The Miami Hurricane
University of Miami
College Press Service
CORAL GABLES, Fla. Jewish organizations have
protested a decision by the
University of Miami's student
newsp!lper to publish an ad that
questions whether gas chambers
were used at Nazi concentration
camps.
A petition containing 202 signatures was presented to The
Miami Hurricane the day before
publication. Students, alumni
and residents of the Students,
alumni and residents of the
Miami area. which is home to
many survivors of the
Holocaust, asked the newspaper
not to run the ad, which they said
was "blatantly anti-Semitic,
hurtful and offensive to all of

us."
The quarter-page ad, purchased by Bradley Smith on
behalf of the Committee for
Open Debate on the Holocaust,
· ran April 12, just days after
Holocaust Remembrance Day,
established to remember the 6
million Jews and others who
died in the Holocaust. Prayers,
vigils and the continuous reading
of names of Jewish victims
marked the international occasion.
Meanwhile, the central Florida
Future, and off-campus publication distributed to University of
Central Florida students, also
carne under frre for publishing a
similar ad.
"The First Amendment is not
questionable- the paper has the
right to run-the ad. Many people,
however, have questioned our
decision to run the ad," said
Editor Lynette Malinger.

That d eciSlon
· ·
was made bv
Julio Fernandez the Hurricane's
businesss man~ger. Fernandez
said it wouldn't have been
responsible for the newspaper to
pretend that the Holocaust
revisionists didn't exsist. The
$288 charge for the ad will be
donated to the Holocaust
Museum in Washington, D.C.,
he said.
"We don't wnat people to think
that we're doing this just for the
noney," Fernandez said. "We
havealotofstudents,faculty and
alumni that are suffering right
now. We're really sorry about
that. The reason we're running
this is to educate people."
A number of University of
Miami alumni and supporters
threatened to withdraw financial
support because of the ad. Tbe
most prominent donation put in
jeopardy was from Dr. Sanford
Ziff, who had planned to donate
$2 million to an art museum and
cancer center. A bomb threat
also was telephoned to the
president's office, although no
evidence of explosives was
found.
Jason Sonid, a second-year student, said he agreed that the
newspaper has the freedom to
print the ad, but didn't feel The
Hurricane should serve as a
forum for Smith's message.
"Although offensiveness and
controversy should not bar a
newspaper's decision to choose
to print, reasonable standards of
journalism should preclude
making bigotry debatable,"
Sonid said. "Advertising that the
Holocaust is debatable, and that
there are two sides to this story,
• misinforms the public by giving
bigotry the appearance of
validity."
Junior Steve Friedenberg's

grandparents lost three of their
children, their parents and their
brothers and sisters during the
Holocaust. Friedenberg said the
ad has created a conflict between
his emotions and intellectual
reasoning.
UMPresidentEdwardT.Foote
condemned the ad, but supported
the newspaper's right to run it.
"As a student editor, I would
not have run the advertisement.
As president of a university,
however, the standard for my
decision must be different ... I
concede that the question is
close, and that others will disagree with me, but at a
university, of all places, we
should err, if at all, on the side of
freedom," Foote said.
UCF administrators, on the
other hand, were critical of the
Central Florida Future's
decision to run the ad. "The First
Amendment does not confer a
requirement that any newspaper
publish any ad that it receives,"
UCF spokesman Dean McFall
told The Orlando Sentinel.
According to the story, 12
members of the Central Florida
Future issued a statement condemning the decision to run the
ad. Editor David Bauer told the
Sentinel that publishing the ad
was consistent with the
newspaper's goals of "the free
flow of ideas, regardless of their
popularity."
The Committee for Open
Debate on the Holocaust, located
in Visalia, Calif., has purchased
similar ads in college
newspapers for the past few
years .
Although
some
newspapershaverejectedthead·
versisements, others have agreed
to run them, citing First Amendment reasons.
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About that ad
By Michel Schwartz
Extcutiu< Editor

This week's comments and complaints restored our faith in the fact
that members of our audience do
have pulses. We got worried there
and were on the verge of calling
911.
Most of the complaints, written
and verbal, were pertaining to the
paid advertisement we ran in our
April 18 issue titled: "A
Revisionist Challenge to the U.S.
Holocaust Memorial Museum," by
Bradley R. Smith. Smith voices the
perspective of the group Committee for Open Debate On the
Holocaust (CODOH). This controversy brings up a number of
issues.
In the firSt place this ad was paid
for and does not necessarily reflect
or represent the views of the
Chronicle. me journalism department or Columbia College.
Second, I've heard a lot of people
say that we should have marked it
more clearly iS an advertisement
and that we sh0uld have included a

disclaimer. The firSt sentence in
the text states that it is an ad and the
format is different than the
Chronicle's editorial content style.
Also, if we placed a disclaimer
next to this ad, we would have to
include a disclaimer next to every
one of our ads. And as the editors
of this paper, we don't want to do
that
Third, it is very interesting to me
that so many "liberal" people fight
for their right to free speech and
expression, but as soon as something comes up that does not
coincide with the general liberal
opinion, the same people tend to
deny others that right. This is a
shame and a double standard.
Fourth, a complete education can
only be attained with an open
mind. The coverage of the controversy behind this ad beats
around the bush. Most newspapers,
only offered excerpts from the ad,
stories about the results of its publication and opinion surrounding it.
How can one form an opinion
about a controversial piece without
reading the full text? By running

•

•

•

this ad, we inadvertently offered
the opportunity to form your own
opinion about the topic.
Fifth, I want to point out another
advertisement that ran in last
week's issue. The ad was headed
"Chronicle Editorial Positions
Available." I've certainly heard a
lot of complaints this week, but no
one dared to offer to make this
paper better. I cannot help but
notice the similarities between our
critics and back-seat drivers.
Finally, I wanted to point out that
I am devoted to the Jewish faith
and I personally believe in my
heart that Bradley R. Smith is
wrong. My direct ancestors are
survivors of the Holocaust.
On the other hand, if! had to stand
behind the content of every advertisement that appears in the
Chronicle while I am the editor, a
lot of things would not be advertised and you, our audience, would
miss out on a lot of information.
That would not be fair to you and
the Chronicle would not be serving
its purpose.

ATTENTION!
Submit your letters to the editor today!
Bring submissions to suite 802 of the
Wabash building before 12 p .m. on
Thursdays. Please limit your submissions
to one typewritten, doublespaced page.
Please include your name and telephone
number for verification purposes.
The views expressed on this and the Op-Ed
page are not necessarily those of Columbia
College, the journalism department or the
Chronicle.

Enviro-hypocrisy
By Michel Schwartz
Executiw Editor

As I walked around the campus this past week, I noticed a lot of pamphlets
about improving the environment, T-shirts and sweatshirts that invite people
to help celebrate Columbia's Earth Week, petitions that advocate improvements in our recycling program and a whole lot of garbage.
Maybe it's just me, but the school seemed especially littered this week.
Although it is true that every day is Earth Day, I find it rather ironic that as
I listened to the rhetoric about the environment all week, I saw garbage
everywhere.
I've heard different people say that they want to improve the state of the
ozone layer and they want to learn how to better lalce care of our planet At
the time, I thought to myself, ''That's great." But then I saw how we have
treating our world - Columbia College.
Our carpets look like someone had target practice on them, our eleVIIIOrS
arc marked up with a different tag every day, garbage is left all over the
place, we waste things like crazy and we don't have a consistent recycling
program.
Charity begins at home. It's nice to have big ideas, but let's not allow our
global vision to act as an excuse to not act locally.

Dear~

James

Dear James,
Ask and you shall receive.
I'm sorry. I never referred to YOU as a pant-wetting info-bully.
Rather. I was referring to the mass as a whole who carry on and on about
how bad the paper looks, how it doesn't represent the school, how there
arc no good journalists, etc.lt seems that there arc too many people with
an opinion on how this paper should be, but not enough people who arc
willing to do anything about it.
I will admit that stating "pigs will be flying when you become a good
journalist" was u bit uncalled for, but so was saying I'm not erodible.
Just because you don't agree with my opinion docs not mean I am not
credible. It means we have different taste in movies. You liked Gn11t1
w1d I l110ught it sucked; simple as that.
On the nipsido, you did ugroo to lalce assignments. Regardless if they
were lute, you blew them off, whatever ... that's superfluous. You mado
11 deul to do something and you did not como through. I wn aware that
you told Mutt Kurten, our f~.atures editor, that you'd be late with your
story untl he guvc you an extension, but Matt wos not the person who
tL~slgnctl you the review of 1'h1 PnfHr, I wus.
As for "Jlcrsonul uttucks," I think wo both read each other the wrona
wuy. I now know thut you did not mean to criticize mo in your lcuor
ubout Greetly IL~ I'm sure you know tht1t pant-wetting Info-bully was
not diroctotl towunls you.
Groovy'/ Good .

...:::- SOCIOIV\OR.PHOSit; ~

Good luck lu ull you tlo .

Victoria Sheridan
""is""'""'IW~ot

(»-Ed
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Ad opens can of worms
The AJKil 19, 1994 edition of the

Colwnbia Chronicle published a

paid advenisement from Bradley R.
Smilh m. 8Uielllp!S to deny the his-

torical facts of the Holocaust, the

Nazi gmocide of Jews and other
JlliDorily groups during the second
World W•. Mr. Smilh's claims are
bolh repugnant and blatantly false.
His purpose is not, as he states, "to
promote free inquiry and open
debate," but rather to legitimatize
bigoCry and ethnic haired.
The. historical evidence for the
Holocaust, including the use of gas
chambers as a means of mass murder, is abundant and unequivocal.
In the nearly fifty years since the
end of lhe war in Europe, scholars
have amassed a vast body of
evidence that includes not only
nwnerous eyewitness testimony
but also detailed records, first person accounts, and docwnents from
within Hitler's government The
arguments of Mr. Smith and others
wbo claim that the horrors of the
Holocaust are a myth, do so by
Not only I and my family, but
also the memory of millions of
Jews and Christians murdered in
the vecy real and historically-documented Holocaust, were spiritually
offended by your decision to run
the "Revisionist ChaUenge" ad by
Braclley Smith.
Your decision to run the ad was
on the grounds of free speech.
However, by not including a caption to objectively balance the
anti-historical, anti-Jewish, and
pseudo-intellectual slant of the ad·
vertisement, you are placing the
Cbronlcle in a league with a
divisive, negative mode of thought
wblch would seek to muddle the
martyred six mUllan Jewish men,
women and children, and the milllOilS
of
Homosexuals,
Communists, Catholics, Slavs and
Trade Unionists murdered in concentration camps. This is the truth
that Mr. Smith is so smugly attempting to "revise" and "debate"
for "free" in thousands of college
newpapers across the country.
How can Mr. Smith possibly
"revise" historical fact unless he
himself has an ulterior motive? Mr.
Smith should know that any good
bistorian will use not just the two or
three sources that he listed in his
"ad," but often hundreds. Any good
hisulrian will be as objective as

Arg~e

distorting and falsifying the facts.
ln the words of Samuel Thier, the
president of Brandeis University
responding to the publication of
Mr. Smith's ad on that campus,
"Those who seek to deny the
Holocaust are engaged in a pursuit
of lies to refute the hom'ble truth of
what happened to six million Jews
under the Nazis. No amount ofconvoluted reasoning can convince

OPINION
men and women of reason that the
Holocaust was not the greatest
tragedy of the 20th CenturY."
During the last year, Bradley
Smith has attempted to place
similar ads in college and high
school publications across the
country. Campus newspapers at
schools such as Harvard, Berkeley
and the University of Wisconsin
rejected them. Others, including
papers at Cornell, Northwestern,
and the University of Michigan
possible in his report, not taking
one slant or another.
Tell me this, editors of the
Chronicle: If someone with absolutely no credentials and a
shady organization claiming to be
a committee (even as Mr. Smith
says the Committee for Open
Debate on the Holocaust "is not a
membership organization") sent
you a non-for-profit "ad" stating in
similar terms that hundreds of
years of black slavery in the
United States, or the murder of
mlllions of Indians In the North,
Central and South America

OPINION
wasn't "historically accurate"
and that the leaders and his·
torians speaking on behalf of
these historical facts were
"bigoted" and "insinuating,"
would you still run the ad under
the auspices of "free speech?" I
think not.
Thereisno"taboo,"asMr.Smith
claims, against "challenging the
[Holocaust] museum" and its inclusion of proof the gas chambers
existed because even the Germans
have admitted to the building ofgas
chambers to murder innocents
during World War II.
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published the ads, provoking
heated debate and protests within
their communities. Much of that
debate has centered around the issues o"f free speech and First
Amendment Rights.ln considering
Dear Friends and Colleagues,
those issues, it is important, howRichard Woods and family would like to thank each and every one or
ever, to draw the distinction you for your prayers, cards and support in the loss of our mother.
between Mr. Smith's right to exPlease continue to pray for us and, as always, we'll be praying for you.
press his views and an obligation
May God bless you in a special way.
on the part of others to publish
Sincerely yours,
them, particularly as paid adverRichard Woods and Family
tisements.
It is also im!Q1alll to coosider the
respoosibility !hat the jXivilegeoffree
speech imposes on all r:i us to inf<m~
ourselves of the trulh, to judge what
we hear and read critically. and to I am a student concerned about the recycling program at Colwnbia. It
rig<XOUSly deny falsehoods. While I was my understanding that the science and mathematics department
~not deny the edi!a's right to accept handl.ed the program, but all I see is one big mess. There are more
Ibis hateful advertisement, I do regret quesuons than answers and it's time we got some results.
When an office needs paper or cans picked up, they call the science and
the decision to do so, and the
Chronicle's failure to clearly identify math department, which in turn come when they please. There is no
company that this department is affJ.!iated with, so the paper is either
the rolumn as a paid advertisement
John B. Duff thrown away or some guy picks it up when he gets around to it.
The cans are another problem altogether. These cans are crushed by
Executive President
student worlcers and taken by the department faculty. What happens next
no one .kno':"s. If someone is laking these cans and selling them, then
money IS bemg made off of student workers for private use.
In closing, I would like to see some changes in the recycling program
To all Columbia students who and find out what happens with the cans.
have read Smith's attempt to plant
Anonymous
the seeds of doubt on the lesson of

Thanks for your prayers

What recycling program?

the Holocaust: We the People
must constantly make the effort
to talk and learn about each
other so that stereotypes are not
I was very appalled when I read the editor's response to my letter on
allowed to fester to the point of
genocide. We are all human Greedy. I felt it was an attack on me jJersonally and not just what I wrote.
beings, for worse and for better, The fact I wrote in the frrst place shows some sort of initiative on my part.
and what each person does will Regarding the Statement that l " blew off' two assignments? That Sl.1tply
isn't true. I was only assigned The Paper, and upon phoning the edi10r 10
effect another equaUy. This is not
explain I had not seen it yet, and that I had to hand it in when I could, he
only a "Jewish" issue. It is a
said after spring break would be okay.
human issue.
But ! digress ....after complaining to everyone and their brother, an
I am not affiliated with, but I havr
been to the Spertus Museum, ':. honest friend of mine pointed out that I too was guilty of direct aua: ks. I
between the 600 and 624 So JLh argued at frrst, as that was not my intent, I was only writing in the article
Michigan buildings. Please ask at hand. I should have never used the word "you" in place of " your
them any questions you may have article."
I hope I will see an apology from you, for I really am not such a bad
about the Holocaust, and begin to
learn the historical details for your- guy. 1, too, extend an apology, for my entire letter was intended to speak
on
an article, not people. Any confusion is my fault To the students J
self. I am not affiliated with, but
have often done research at, the say, try to have at least two people proofread anything you might w,..
Harold Washington Library. Find submit, as this would the mincing of words.
Thank you in advance,
out the genuine historical facts
James D. C unningham
leading up to and about the
Holocaust for yourself.
Many Colwnbia students pride
themselves on being "individuals."
Be original and learn something
about Jewish history and religion.
We have been much bette:c than vic- 1 he Chronide staff regrets having accidentally changed a quote by
Culture Clash's Ric Salinas. The comedy troupe will host this ~ummer's
tims in our 4,000 plus year hisiOry.
Viva! Chicago.
Jonah Lissner
Grlsel Y. Acosta
Sophomore

I

guess I'm sorry

Correction for Culture Clash.

from the mind, not the heart "Return the money"

I would like to respond to Naomi
Stewart's letter in the March 28
iiSue of lhe Chronicle criticizing
IDCialism. I agree with what she
aid, but I feel Naomi needed to go
a step further. When she said
"America: love it or leave it," the
implication is that those who are
overly critical of our government
bave no right to remain in the
country. I think Thomas Jefferson,
1111011g olhers, would have a problem with that line of thinking. In
lhia country, every individual is
free to think what he or she
believes in.
Nuni aDacked oocialism from an
emotional level. Don't attack
aocialism foc what you feel about it,
8llldc itfocwhat you think and know
llbout il: !hat oocialism is a failure.
In every country !hat has tried it,
IOCialism haS resulted in a paralyzed
and stagnant economy and a
populace at the level of misery.
Socialism's advocates are conltantly apologizing or making
excuses for it "Soviet Russia never
really was socialist Nor China,
Cuba, etc." They say that the
IOCialism they advocate is somehow "different" and that their
group will get it right somehow.
They never define that "some-

how." The alleged goals of
socialism are: the abolition of
poverty, the achievement of
general prosperity, progress, peace
and human brotherhood. How do
socialists expect to achieve these
goals? "Somehow."
Remember that the essential characteristic of socialism is the denial
of individual property rights.
Under socialism, the right to
property (which is the right of use
and disposal) is vested in "society
as a whole," i.e., in the collective,
with production and distribution
controlled by the state, i.e., by the

OPINION
government Socialists claim this
is all for the ''public" good. But
there is no such entity as " the
public," since the public is merely
a nwnber of individuals. Who will
determine what the public good is?
Under socialism, this would apparently be done through the
willingness of hwnankind to practice self-sacrifice. ''The rrlllll who
is willing to serve as the means to
the ends of others will necessarily
regard others as the means to his
ends. The more neurotic he is or the

It is an outrage that our student newspaper placed an ad by a fascist. It
more conscientious in the practice is not an academic argument The Holocaust happened and must not be
of altruism . . . the more he will forgotten.
tend to devise schemes "for the
We all must remember that the fascists remain a threat as evident by the
good of mankind" or of "society" recent rise of fascism in Europe as well as in this country. Jews, Africanor of the "public" or of "future . Americans, gays and all minorities are the potential victims of the Klan
generations" - or of "anything and Nazis in this country.
except actual hwnari beings." Ayn
Therefore, it's nota question of free speech but whether these nightriders
Rand wrote that and she was right. · will be allowed to continue their terror against minorities.
The only way hwnan beings can
Accepting an ad from these fascists is accepting blood money. Return
deal with each other is by force or
the money and learn the lessons.
persuasion. Under socialism, the
Mark Kelly
only way to convince society as a
Acting Dean of Student Life
whole that what socialists are
doing is for " the public good" is
with a gun. Socialists can't win
over the public with logic, because
contrary to what they wish to
I am writing to protest the inclusion of the"Revislonlst Challenge to
believe, nature doesn't guarantee
the Holocaust Museum" ad which appeared in last week's issue. For the
automatic security, success and
Chronicle to sell space to the creator of this appalling piece of garbage is
survival through the redistribution
really beyond my comprehension.
of wealth. Do not fool yourselfinto
Assorted sickos have been peddling ads with this message, and others
thinking that there is a dichotomy
just as hate-fdled, to college newspapers for some time now. Most papers
such as " human rights" versus
either refuse to run them, or do so only with strong editorial disclaimers
''property rights." No hwnan rights
surrounding the copy. The next time you are approached with similar
can exist without property rights.
advertrash, I hope you will respond in one of these ways.
As Ayn Rand once said, ''Whoever
Carol Bryant
claims the 'right' to 'redistribute' the
College Relations Director
wealth produced by others is claiming the 'right' to treat hwnan beings
as chattel." Amen.
The t•iew' expre\\('d 1111 the Editorial page.~ of The
Corey White
Cflm11ide do not expn'" tfw,·e of Columbia College,
Film/Video Major
the iourlutli\111 departl//('1/1 or The C/mmide.
Junior

Next time, don't run it!
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By Matt Kurten
FtRt~rts Editor

One holD' could be a lifetime: sitting at the tmin station at 4:00a.m.,

more with that hour than the NeoFuturisll.

Neo-Futurists:

inebriated, reading yesterday's
SouJhlown Economist fa no ap-

Jlii'Cilt reason excep! ~ fact that
there is so much to do m an holD'.
Other limes hours pass like seconds:
hangin' with friends, sleeping,
watching a movie. Rarely does an
holD' fly by in any theater, but when
it docs you must lake n01e.
The Nco-Fu turists have
meshed an impossible mix of
political satire, television con:tmercial rip-offs, abstract poeuc
works, a few public service announcements and track and field
to perform 30 plays in a clocktimed 60 minutes.
Esoteric by content, The NcoFuturists delivered their fas tpaced production "Too M uch
Ligh t Ma kes the Baby Go
Blind," at the Neo-Futurarium
and asked the audience to shifi
gears with the fastest moving
players in the business.
As soon as the coffee and
brownies are fmished the whole
crowd is shuffled to the entrance
to assess the damage. Admission,
raised for the first time in three
years, is now determined by a roll
of a six-sided die multiplied by
one dollar plus the standard $3
fee. If a six is rolled, your date
goes home without dinner.
From there, the audience is
handed name tags with assoned
words on them that pertain to
nothing. This reviewer was
"Bag," his friend was "Laredo,
Texas."
Inside the comfonable living
room-like aunosphere that is the
stage, group meber Diana Slickman : xplained our duties as an
audience. Intrigued with the
scheme, we were told that at the
end of each play "curtain" would
x called. and we would have to
shout out a number corresponding to a play to be selected from a
menu that we all received when
we entered. One of the group
members would jump up and grab
the caresponding number from a
laundry line crammed with 30
pieces of numbered paper hanging from the ceiling.
The play is announced, sending
the players into a rehearsed frenzy of stage construction with the
lights ouL The lights come up, if
necessary and the clock is ticking.
After the fust few plays go by the
crowd is getting boisterous. They

WE'LL HELP
YOU EARN
$30,000FOR
COLLEGE.

want their play performed and
they want it now! Handmade
notebook paper posters began to
appear denoting the passage they
'needed' to see. Afterward, THE
Nco-Futurist, Greg Allen, explained that it was not the usual
crowd; that they seemed sauC<'·I.
No matter, these sharp-win.,!
entrepreneurs have been packing
houses since 1988.
Notable skits included: "Dance
of the lethargists," a scene consisting of anti-kineticism and a
cravi ng for cream cheese;
"Dodge Ball" is poetically pt•iJZnant (as rubber balls are bemg
thrown at Ayun Halliday and
Diana Slickman, they use visual
metaphor to prove that "No
Means No!" "Bon Voyeur" is Abbotl and Costello for peeping
Toms; and "A Trip to Rene's
House" is a B-grade French film
that needs and receives a translator.

As the clock ticks NcoFuturists David Kodeski, Greg
Kotis, Diana Slicltman, Ayun
Halliday, Dave Awl, Scott Hermes and creator Greg Allen have
you at their mercy.
The mood of the hour changes
quicldy, and it is impolite to.laugh
if the play is not funny. Th1s was
difficult when there is barely

Building ANew World:
Columbia College Tea£hing Tea£hers
P rnc:nun~

a

•urn If l m I ~ n:.1n1" I'IKlll

1ha1 mws
1hc cha l!cn~n of ChiCago's c!amooms 1n 1he '1\J's.

brn 1cac hm~ cc r!diC31uln m: F.lcmcnlar) Educallon (K-9). English
(1,· 121. lmcrrh1<1phnary Ar1' (K-111. and Php1Ca l SCie nce (6-11).
Fnr more- mformauon or ru ;;mend 1hc Open Home,

·r hu f\da), t\ prd l X1h, ~ :30 ·6:30 p.m., call F.clucauon•l
I .illumllla College ChiC•go, lll/f>ili-1/AMI. Ex1.

S1uchn

!•m or !HH.

enough time to stop laughing
from the prior skit, but herein lies
the fun and the understanding of
the mission of the Nco-Futurists.
They want to be accessible to
everyone, snobbery in art is all
too prevalent and the. Ne~ 
Futurists agree. Nothmg ts
predictable about the production,
all of the skits are derived from
actual events, and all of the
players are themselves - no costumes to hide or separate
themselves from their bonding
with the audience. Radical reform
has come to the stage, and the
non-obtruding statement the NcoFuturists arc malti ng is a
coup-de-ville.

The Nco-Futurists' fetish with
die is further displayed at the end
of the hour. This time the die is
larger, but the stakes are higher.
After the Friday night show they
roll the die and add it to an undetermined roll to take place
Saturday night The sum total is
the number of new plays the NcoFuturists have to create for the
following week. The point is to
keep the show and the performen
fres h. Approximately every
month all 30 plays are changed
and the production is given a
face-lifL
Give them one of the twentyfo ur hours in your day, it's
guaranteed nn <ne else could do

Now the Army can help
you earn more than ever
before for college, if you
qualify ... up to $30,000
with the Montgomery GI
Bill Plus, the Army College Fund.
This could be the perfect opportunity to earn
money you need for college and develop the
qualities that will help
you succeed once you get
there.
For more infonnation,
call your local Army
Recruiter.

Call (312) 922-5925

ARMY.
BE ALLYQU
CAN BE.

When would I volunteer?
Where do I find the energy?'
How does it fit "me"?
To find the answers, attend

COMMUNITY SERVICE DAY:
HOW CAN I MAKE
A DIFFERENCE?
Thursday, April 28 - 1:00 p.m.
Hokin Hall
Volunteer Fair, 3:00p.m. at Hokin Annex
Explore ways you can indulge in
"community service" even with a full plate.
Organizations will be on hand to discuss
ways in which you might benefit
by working together.
To sha re in this important event, please RSVP to

The Career Planning & Placement Office
Suite 300W
(3 12) 663-1600, ex. 280.
Refreshments will be provided.
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Naked Gun fires blanks
By James Cunningham
Clirmpofulmt

The original subtitle for Naud
G/llf 33 113, the third of the Police
Squad films, was going to be "For
the Record." It should have been
"Broken Record." This movie was
disappointing for the same reason
most sequels are: overkill and lack
of originality.
The lack of originality comes
from the many subplots lalcen from
part one and two.
Franlc Dreben (Leslie Nielsen)
poses as Phil Donahue at the Oscars. In the original he poses as
Enrico Palazzo at a baseball game.
World leilders want to embarrass
America by blowing up the building where the Oscars is being held.
In the original, world leaders want
to make America look bad by
having Reggie Jackson shoot
Queen EHzabeth.
Prank and Jane are having marital problems due to impolence. In
parttwo,JaneleftFranlcbecauseof
his police job. In pan one, after the
two hit it off, they split because
Prank didn't trust Jane. All three
movies use relationship turmoil for
a theme.
You get the idea. This sequel was
a equivocal carbon copy of the
other two, as was HotM Alone 2
with its original.

The othec problem sterns from
the Zucker Brothers, the wrilers
and directers of the trilogy, who do
not believe their audience is inlelligent enough to catch subtle
humor. This film lacked some of
the clas sic dry humor of the
original, such as Frank asking Ed:
"What could have caused such a
thing?" Ed answered, "Sex,
Frank?" Frank replied, ''No, thank
you."
An example of overldll in Naud
Gun 33 113 appears at the beginning of the film. Frank has a
nightmare that ends up being a take
off of the Untouchabus train station scene. This time, there are
baby carriages everywhere and it's
too much.
There were some positive things
in the movie. The fact that the
original cast was retained is one of
them. The pan where Jane needed
to distract the guy who was guarding the winning envelopes for the
Oscars was enjoyable. After an attempt to distract him with her
womanhood fails, she starts popping a sheet of bubble wrap used
for shipping. Before you know it,
Dempsey), Monty (Brendan Fraser), Courtney (Moira Kelly)
eight guys have joined in the imlr•>nor"f"'"•t• one another after graduation from Harvard in Warner Bros.'
mature ritual.
If you only go to the movies
every other month, sit this one out
until it's released on video.
tomakecopiesofhisthesis.Onhis Monty's eyes to the joy and hope
way he falls and loses his only of life around him while Monty
copy. It ends up in the hands of helps Simon put his own life in
With Honors is the politically Simon (Joe Pesci) a homeless man order.
There is a refreshing reference
correct and mildly amusing story who prefers to call himself a bum.
of a driven Harvard student whose
Pesci is surprisingly average and given to safe sex and condoms.
scholastic life is held hostage by a brings only a bad accent to Courtney asks to "borrow" some
Simon's characler, coming to life condoms from Everett, who keeps
homeless man.
Monty (Brendan Fraser) is an only when he inleracts with Monty a selection next to his bed. He
ambitious Harvard student in his or his housemales. Eloquent and replies that she can have them.
final semes ter . To graduate well-read, Simon ends up living in
The Harvard housemaleS seem
everyone must tum in a thesis. the backyard of Monty's house.
to be worry free about what will
Monty, a compulsive overOnceentre?ched,Simonendsup happen to them after graduation.
achiever likely to graduale summa forcing his way into Monty's and No one seems to have a job or
cum laude, or at least "With his housemate's lives, forcing specific plans aflergraduation, but
Honors," has been working on his them to see beyond their own shel- maybe Harvard students don't
thesis since his junior year.
tered world. The friends find have to worry about things like
After turning in his first chapter themselves bonding with Simon that.
to his mentor Professor Pitkanna, the individual, not justa homeless
With Honors rises above the
usual college movie. The charac(played fmnly against type by the man.
Patrick Dempsey is very amus- lers are well defmed and capably
extremely liberal wriler and political commentator Gore Vidal) ing as the flamboyant and played. While. not compelling,
Pitkanna smugly assures Monty Byronesque Everett who doesn't With Honors makes a good
that he will have a brilliant future. let college get in the way of his matinee.
Pitkanna, a Nobel laureate, has the pursuit of the perfect bottle of red
With Honors
ability to graduate him with wine to match his latest conquest.
A Warner Brothers release
honors. Monty has based his Monty's love inlerest is the comDirecled by: Alek Kishishian
thesis' arguments on the pessimis- petitive Courtney, strongly played
Starring: Joe Pesci, Brendan
tic and slightly paranoid theories by Moira Kelly. Her aggressiveFraser, Moira Kelly, PatofPitkanna.
ness strikes a nice balance with
rick Dempsey and Josh HamilOne night his computer crashes, Fraser' s withdrawn and aloof charton
frying his thesis disk and hard acter.
most commercial and catchy hipdrive. Panicked, Monty rushes out
Simon, of cour se, opens
hopsongsin .thecompilation,bw 1. . . . . . . . . .. -. .. -. . . . . . . .~~::::::::::::::~~::::::::::::::::::::::~still manage to be great to listen to.
Two Lovers is the dorldest of the literally sounds like every song
two,butstillahappytune.HeyDJ. played for 15-year-old Latinas at
is a great summer song that's sexy their quincellieras, which is like
andfree-spirited.Ithasalreadygot- sweetl6pany.Theladiessingover
ten airplay on MTV, The Box and and over "suavecito, papito,"
Chicago's 950 AM hip-hop radio which means "softly, daddy"(not
station.
father, but hot boyfriend), while the
Scondlllous by Psycho Realm salsa beat builds up to a climax. It
Have you applied for graduation yet?
sounds a lot like Cypress Hill, but makes for a good Latin dance song.
if you ignore that, it's still a pretty ·
The Mi Vida Loca soundtrack
If no t:
cool rap.
had a maslermind behind it It is the
You muo;t ..1pp!~ for gr~n.lu.num .md n:(~l\t: ..111 · ·ril'I.JI grJduat10n audll
The Good Hit by Funkdooblest same guy that brought the world
falls into the same category but is Madonna and the more recent and
Ynu.J.!lli.5.! hJ\~ SS ...: r~dlt hour-.. h1r l!lilii,.' J .1nJ ;.nu mu ... r he groth.<Jtn
bette r
than
Scandalous. awe s ome
Carlita ' s Way
Funkdoobiest has a knack for cap- sound track . Y es. Jellybean
"'
turing the seedy , mislalce-prone Benitez was the music supervisor
underworld. It may have something on this project. Is there nothing this
to do with the highly polished mancan'tdo? Probably not, sogive
Apply in the R.:con.h Office
music played against the retarded- him due respect and buy this CD.
Ro•Hn 6 II · IJOfJ ")_ \ l u.hag.an Bul1Ju1g
sounding voices of the rappers.
Tony Toni Tone is sweet and
A pplication Dea d line:
loving on Weather 4 2. D'wayne
Wiggins croons to his girl that she
May 31. 199-+
thinks there is only one thing on his
mind, but in actuality he feels that
If ~ou J.rc- pl.mmn~ ru tinhh ~·1ur ~~.Jd..:nu~ IC'4Uir..:ru..:nl\ Junng rhe
it's a nice time to start a family. Aw,
F,~ll 1'/9..1 ,e mc:<;rcr. :- ou Jrc J. J.mu:u~ 1\}\J'i Gr~JUJIC:
who said romance is dead.
I f :--ou :ue pl:!.nnm~ hJIHlhh ~uur ,~.. ..~Jcnu~ r.:~uucnk:nl" !.Junng the
The last song worth mentioning
Spn ng 1?95 semester. ~ou .uc: J June: JIN5 Gr:ll!U.JIC
is SUIJveclto by 4 Comers. The
Spanish word "suavecito" transIf you lre piJnnms: ru ''"''h :our .i.. JJC:ill\1. rc:qu~renll!'nl\ J un ng !he:
lates into " softly." This track
S ummer 1?95 'C'!Tle!>IC't. yuu J !C: :1 n ~ u¥u'r IIJ95 Gr~uatc:

Honors is a step above pr

Loca soundtrack booms
By Grise! Y. Acosta
Comspondmt

Finally, a film soundtrack that is
better than the actual movie!
The Ml VIda Loca soundtrack is
jam-packed with hardcore rap, hiphop, and rhythm and blues. The CD
has goodies from: A Tribe Called
Quest, Funkdoobiest, Lighter
Shade of Brown, Tony Toni
Tone, and many others.
For those that like the harder rap
style, check out Run, Catch and
KUlby Boss. This is a track that can
provide hours of fun with the
equalizer, given that there are so
many sounds going on at once.
Boss has always played herself up
as the lady-mac, but on this song
she's quile the gangsta, lamenting
that "a nine is a terrible thing to
waste."
A Tribe Called Quest is slick
and mellow as usual on, " If The
Papes Come." The track delivers a
bit more intensity than usual. It
starts out with the best line on the
whole CD, ''The Lord giveth, and
the Lord lalceth away. But not hip-

hop."
There are two tracks by Lighter
Shade of Brown on the
soundtrack. They are probably the
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level. McAdams illustrales bee
out-of-the-ordinary style
through canoons concerning
dating hell, most embarrassing
moments, Elvis with ponytails
and the trials of having buck
teeth.
McAdams' strange combinations of brilliant cartoons are a
humored break fro m the
everyday boredom that we all
can face. Her funky drawings
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By Mary Wisniewski
Corrupondmt

Win1etis over and you're too fat! Don't try to hide It because everyone
knows. Il's time to shed your big bulky sweaters and baggy jeans over
extra stockings and replace them with shon shorts, tank tops and tight
skirts. So this brings up the question, what are you going to have for
lunch? You have under five dollars and il's a beautful day outside. So
you go walking. That's right, keep going past Harold's Chicken Shack.
How's it going to look walking down the street with greasy fried
chicken stains all over the front of your new white on while Calvin
Klein T-shin? The Harrison is an option, but who wants to waste this
beautiful sunny day in a smoke-filled room with skinny pale-faced ansy
kids drinlcing too much coffee and blowing a lot of hot air at each other?
Thil}k of Something simpler and maybe you'll opt for a bagel and an
apple from the Hokin Center for under two dollars. Throw in a cranberry juice and treat yourself to a cookie and you've got an entire lunch.
Why not head over to the 7th floor of the Torco Building and get
yourself a turkey or roast beef sandwich for $2.25. It's low in fat and
it's filling. To my surprise the food in that vending machine is almost
always fresh, including the apples and yogun. Take your meal,
whatever it may be, and stroll on over to Grant Park where you can sit
alone for a while and revel in the beauty of spring.
Bring your own lunch tomorrow and how about spending some money
on a good pair of running shoes. When you have a little extra time
between classes take a quick jog and have a shon snack. There's only
two months left Be tough now, and you 'II have nothing to worry about
when that last day of school comes around and you have enough time
on your hands to spend a day at the beach.

McAdams: blessedly weird
Cartoon Girl
By Heather McAdams
Longstreet Press, 1994
$9

96pages

By Denine Zenere
Co"esponde/11

Cartoo11 Girl, by Heather McAdams, takes an insightfully
twisted look at ordinary events
and thoughts.
It's McAdams' fustpublished
collection of cartoons. Through
Canoo11 Girl, she has taken her
alternative canooning to a new

and canoon stories are sure to
draw a common understanding
from people; making those notso-funny moments in life,
hysterical. She's a purveyor of
humor therapy.
Her cartoons evoke thoughts
about how the problems of
adolescence, as well as everyday
banalities, can be dealt with
simply by seeing the funny side
to them.
McAdams has also publiabed a
1991 calendar entitled, H~~~p
Big Dp/uiiCtlolllll World with
her sister, canoonist Linda
Berry.
McAdams has been publiahing
cartoons in the ClllctJ6o ll61111u
for 13 years. Her w<Xt bas also
appeared in the L.P. W~tklJ,
Chkago TrlbuM, Vlllafl Voiu
and NIW York Prla.
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Local rockers have faith with reason ·

By Scott Molenhouse
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J•s f:ar firom h 0 me

By Sergio Barreto
SIIJffWrikr

A SO<alled country-rock album
by a band? Yes, and it's not the
only one. Texas has been around
for fi ve years, and has released
Soulh1Uh (1989) and Mother'1
Hea ren ( 1991) along the way.
Texas' vocalist Sharleen Spileri
has a pleasant husky voice, but
spreads herself too thin by trying to
sound lilce a Southern mama and
end• up so unding like the
Pretender's Chryssie H ynde instead. Thankfully, ahe doesn't
have a cockney accent - countryrock sung in the King'• Engliah
would be too awful to joke about.
Spiteri's lr.tndmatea - Ally Me·
EtWie on guitar, John McElhone
on basJ, Kichard II ynd on drums
and perc uuiun, and Eddie
Campbell on piano and keyboard.l
provide apt but unexceptional instrumental wOfk.

Spileri and McElhone'• one 11Ift
i1 their ear for melody. They know
how to writ.c a catchy tune, whether
lto1 a rnld-terropo rocker c:Ju Cal/1d
Pmnd},an alrnostgorgwus bal!lid
(J.htln lfJ M l} or plain aoo<J-tirne
txxlgle (j'adl Awa!}.
Hxu:pt
an eutwJ. and very

r,.,

out-of-place Joplinesque blues
number (I Want to go to Heaven),
Ricks Road makes for fairly
pleasurable pastiche - and therein
lieJ its greatest problem.
Country music, as created by
A.P. Carter and perfected by the
likes of Hank Wllllama, Jimmie
Rodaera and Johnny Cub, was
an expression of rural workingclass life and values, deeply rooted
in storytelling and simple melody.
The fact that country has been
turned into muzak for aging baby
boomers, and had its sound apo
propriau:d by urban folb who try
to make it "hip" by merging it with
rock, amounts to a mammoth cuttural rip-off.
It's bad enoug h to huve
hundreds, perhapa thousand• of
American artislJI perpetrating this
ltllvesty; to have u scouish group
dabbling in the aume pteudocountry mora.u is mind-boggling.
It takes cnorrnoWI IJIIent to ju~tify
auch a rip-off - IJIIent in the order
or. aay . uurr.lo Sprlrcntld,
Owl(lht Y011ktlm and Cowboy
Junkin. 'fex•• It nowhen: ncur
t11is level. 'llaoy might muko for un
enlcl1ainlng uct In u 1mokoy Olut·
gow pub, but fortutwtol y O!MKOW
Is nowhere IICIIr Chicago.

Getting tired of the local music
8Cene7 Well fear not, for there is
fresh talent that might be worth
checking out
The band is called Faltb and
Reasoo. The album is titled, SotMwhere Close IJJ SotMwlun.
Based in Lombard, Faltb and
Reasoo is a power
quartet made up
of Columbia College sound major
Kevin Corlew
(drums), former
Columbia student
Pa~ I
Esling
(guitar and lead
vocals), John Esling (guitar) and
Thorn Fredericks
(bass).

Faltb
and
Reason began as
a Christian-influenced
band,
though Corlew
states that they
aren't to be cons idered
as
Christian rock.
Some of these
ideals come out in
their lyrics and the
band name. "With
faith for some
people there is not
even a question of doubt," said Corlew. "With others, they will doubt.
There needs to be bolnnce- faith
and reason."
: Their balance hos a refreshing
popoaltematlveaoundthlltnotonly
shlnea musically, buulao lyrically.
ll•llh •nd Ruwn lacompurnble In
IK!und to Soul Aaylum, ur Milt·
thew Sweet. They named lt.I£.M.,
'I' he Cure nnd Ill 111 notuble In·
nuonces.

SotMwhnl Clo11 to SotMw#Nrl the depreasina eclae that Bllina
contains only six IOIIgS, but what it IIOIJICtimes falll into. "'n cblplrr
l.acka in quantity it makes up for in one I first saw yogi I - deep ill
quality. "We only put songs on tbe love by chaplec tw~ by cblpeer
album that we felt were ready," dee you were beyood rM/ I neva'
Corlew said. ~are some songs had a chance," croons EsJina. And
that we're still developing, but . Faltlt aad ~ abo treads oo
these were the songs we felt were fearful ground in tbe politically
ready."
reverent, Dill Rltl. '-rbis Dll is •
In the tune Trrml, lead singer Es- environmental and political 10111
ling elates offindin& somethin& and that is somewhat of a play oo
words, aa tbo
word diet was
meantudye,•in
color," Corlew
said. Tho sona investigates tho
depletion and
rampant dcstruc·
tion of our
environment as
Esling cries of
falling trees,
dying animals IDd
the production of
red meat for con·
sumption. Tho
song leaves one
hanging, "Science
will save us In duo
tim~ We've been
conditioned to

believe...

Faltb
Rta1011 b

aad

upand-comina bllld
II\

that definitely bas

a IOWid wonh tho

leaving the cost behind: "We're
somewhere close to somewhere
now/ not fur enough from nowhcnV
we wonder how far we've got 10
go." Bsllng Is complimented by
•low, droning guitars that flow
nicely with tho lyrics.
NIVIr ltad a cltaiiCI, tho flnt
1ong, 11 another oumplo of
Balln11'1 cmotlonllllam on the mlc,
but thl1 time Jo'11ith and RtuOD
pitches In 11 pop tone that cllmlnatos

purchuo ol lholr
album. They weco recently Ctlltured
on QlOl'1 Loc.l Mule S._wcut
and abo a&ood In for an lnterViow
on JROC H .1. Corlew IWDCI dill

tho tospOIIIO liD tho bind hu boell
quito positive. Thoy wUI be playlna

attholi'/M Roo•onMI)'UIIuncl
thoy wiU be In DoiCalb on May

18111.

Faith aDd RtUOa Ia a~
alap In tho taco ftom Cbicqo'a
trendy mualo aoone. They•,.

·
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

1994 AIDS AWARENESS WEEK

(( rro 'Be or :J{fJt rr 0 'Be ... ))
May 1-6 , 1994

•••••

•••••

Schedule of Events

All Events are Free and Open to the Public
DAY:

TIME:

EVENT (description):

Sun

7:00p.m.

AIDS Awareness RAP/DJ Contest

Mon

12:00 noon

"To Life!" (tap dance)

Hokin Gallery
624 S. Wabash St.

Mon

2:00p.m.

African Americans and AIDS (panel)

Hokin Hall
624 S. Wabash St.

Tues

1:30 p.m.

AIDS: Research and 'Ireatment (panel)

Wed

12:00 noon

" To Life!" (tap dance)

LOCATION:
Residence Center
731 S. Plymouth Ct.

'-

Ferguson Theatre
600 S. Michigan Ave.
Hokin Gallery
624 S. Wabash St.
Residence Center
731 S. Plymouth Ct.

W ed

9:00p.m.

Film: Longtime Companion
(starring Mary Louise Parker)

Thur s

10:00 a .m.

Latinos, AIDS and the Media (panel)

Thurs

2:00p.m.

AIDS: Caregivers and Survivors (panel)

F ri

10 & 11:30 a .m.

Guest Speaker: Dr. Katherine Keough
(National AIDS educator)
"AIDS Jam·· Awareness in Motion"
(dance performance)

Hokin Hall
624 S. Wabash St.

All week

Student Artwork Competition Exhibit

Hokin Annex
624 S. Wabash St.

All week

Mini AIDS Quilt
Interactive Bulletin Board

Room 921
600 S. Michigan Ave.
Residence Center
731 S. Plymouth Ct.

Residence Center
731 S. Plymouth Ct.
,.

For additional information, call the Columbia College Science Institute: (312) 663-1600, ext. 180.

April25-29

Sonnet:14 Figurative Interpretations will be displayed in the Hokin
Callery, 623 S. Wabash.

FLUNK 'EM IF THEY CAN' T TAKE A JOKE.

Latino Art, sponsored by the Office of Student Life and the Latino
Alliance, will be on display In the Hokln Annex, 623 S. Wabash.

Win posters of Twentieth
Century Fox's new film PCU

Anchor/Reporter Lester Holt, from WBBM·TV, will be in room 1405 o
the Torco Building. 624 S. Michigan, at 9 a.m.
'"Bocon,• a play about immigration, will be performed in the Hokln
Annex. 623 S. Wabash, from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Latino/a Cultural Costume Fiesta in the Hokln Annex, 623 S. Wabash, 6
p.m. to 9 p.m.

POSTERS WILL BE GIVEN AWAY TO THE FIRST 25 STUDENTS WHO STOP BY
THE CHRONICLE OFFICE WITH THE CORRECT ANSWERS TO
THE FOLLOWING PC QUIZ:

April28
•community Service Day: How Can I Make a Difference• in Hokln Hall,
623 S. Wabash, at 1 p.m.
Amlri Baraka, John Clomo and Wanda Coleman will read in honor o
the publication of Postmodem Amerlc41n Poetry: " Norton Anthology,
which was edited by Columbia English department's Paul Hoover. The
reading will be in the Hokln Center, 623 S. Wabash, at 7 p.m. For mo
info., call: (312) 663-5554.

Bernie lmes will speak as part of a lecture series sponsored by the
photography department, in the Ferguson Theater, 600 S. Michigan
Admission is $5 and for more info., call: (312) 663-1600, ext. 320.

1- The rap music at a party features lyrics that uses a certain slang word referring to women as prostitutes
You:
a) Would like to complain, but realize that to criticize rap music is to risk being politically incorrect to
African-Americans.
b) Request other music that does not offend.
c) Point out that even Santa Claus says "Ho, ho, ho."

2- You hear a male friend make an inappropriate comment about a women's legs. You:
a) Hand bim your latest pamphlet: "Men: Testosterone-Fueled Hate Demons."
b) Encourage him to appreciate more meaningful traits in people, like intelligence and personality.
c) Have been too busy looking at her rear end to notice her legs.
3- Your professor inadvertently refers to women as "girls." You:
a) Mount protest until he is referred to as "fired."
b) Explain to him that as an adult you find the term demeaning and sexist.
c) Start a list of words that you and your friends commonly use that would probably offend them a Jot
more than "girls."
Match the following words with their politically correct equivalent.
Stupid

Thief

Fat
Jobless

Paper
Wife
Bald

Dead
Meat
Ugly

Facially unconventional
Involuntarily leisured
Oxygen-disinterested
Weight-blessed
Murder flesh
Fact-deprived
Tree corpse shavings
Acquisitional-American
Unpaid sex worker
Scalp-proud
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YeN, I lhink it would be
uliii1£d. A iol ofpcopie
WhO liTO MCX UUilf UCIIVC

nrc conccr nc< nbout
ccm lrnc ting lhc virus .
lfnvinl! n rnuhiic u
CII III C It> lhc
wuuld
mukc
CU UV C fii Cfll

fur

Mludcnlll who don 'I
lhc money fur Ihe lcxl
lho mcnna of !!Oiling
center.

Despite the c laim of
confidontiolity, I would
go to my own doctor..
She hos proven to be
rolloble. I think that
froo AIDS toatina Is
1100d for those who
CIIO't

oflbnl it.

The cast of 'IWentietb
Century Fox's film PCU

